THE SCREENING ROOM

Events Manager: Michelle Hong
e-mail: michelle.hong@uci.edu

SETUP CAPACITIES
U-Shape 50

ROOM FEATURES
- Center podium with PC’s & Station Mic
- Built in Power Outlets and USB Charging
- Stations on all Tables
- Ergonomic Office Chairs
- Complimentary High Speed WiFi

A/V FEATURES
- Screen Wall with (7) 16:9 NEC monitors
- Confidence Monitors
- MediaSite Recorder and Built In Camera System
- OS Agnostic External Device Connections
- Wireless Microphones
- Event Live Streaming and Recording
- Audio and Video Conferencing
- Built in JBL overhead speakers
- Music Playback
- Live Social Media Feeds (Instagram + Twitter)
- Direct TV Source
- Apple TV AVIT
- Complimentary High Speed WiFi
EVENT FLOOR PLAN
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